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Abstract
In this paper, an approach is presented for the numerical evaluation of weakly, strongly, hyper- and super-singular
boundary integrals which exist in the Cauchy principal value sense in two-dimensional problems. In this approach,
the singularities involved in integration kernels are analytically removed by expressing the nonsingular parts of
the integration kernels as polynomials of the distance r . A self-contained Fortran code is listed and described for
implementation of the proposed approach. The attached code is also able to evaluate general regular integrals using
Gaussian quadrature, which enables the code to evaluate any two-dimensional boundary integral. Some examples
are provided to verify the correctness of the presented formulations and the included code.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Various orders of singular integrals appear in the basic boundary integral equations and their gradient
computation equations, related to the use of fundamental solutions of the problem [1–21]. Accurately
evaluating these singular integrals is a crucial task in solving these integral equations by using the
Boundary Element Method (BEM). Much effort has been made to remove the singularities appearing
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in the weakly, strongly, hyper- and supper-singular integral kernels. The commonly used methods may
be classiﬁed as Gauss quadrature rule for logarithmic functions for weak singularities [2,3,8], uniform
displacement (for elasticity problems) or uniform potential (for potential problems) assumptions for
strong singularities [2,3,7,8], regularization by singularity separation for hyper-singularities [19–21],
local regularization techniques for hyper- and super-singularities [10–13], global regularization schemes
for hyper-singularities [9,14,17,18], and distance transformation method for nearly and high-order sin-
gularities [15,16]. Among these methods, the local regularization technique proposed by Guiggiani et al.
[10,11] is extensively used (e.g., [12,13]), which operate in the parameter plane of intrinsic coordinates
and can handle various orders of singularities. The main drawback of this technique is that it requires
the expansion of every quantity involved in the integrand as Taylor’s series about the local distance .
This requirement results in the need for the particular treatment for a speciﬁc integrand. Moreover, the
integration results may rely on the number of truncated terms of the Taylor’s series. So far, terms up to
2 are used, which already give rise to complicated expressions for determining the coefﬁcients of the
Taylor’s series for some integrands (e.g., in [12]).If more truncated terms are used for a quantity with a
high nonlinearity, expressions for the Taylor’s series may become prohibitively complicated.
In this paper, a new and simple method is presented for the evaluation of any type of two-dimensional
singular boundary integrals in a uniﬁed way by expressing the nonsingular part of the integrand as poly-
nomials of the global distance r and then removing different singularities analytically. A self-contained
Fortran code is described and listed in this paper, which is able to evaluate arbitrary order singular bound-
ary integrals, including logarithmic integrals. The only thing users need to do for a speciﬁc integral is to
deﬁne the nonsingular part of the integrand in a speciﬁed subroutine. If the singular integral exists, the
code gives the integration result in the Cauchy principal sense. If the integral does not exist, the code pro-
vides the ﬁnite part of the result. A number of numerical examples for various singularities (from weakly
singular to super singular) are given with input and output ﬁles to verify the validity and robustness of
the presented method.
2. Classiﬁcation of boundary integrals
Consider a set of general real functions fi(xp, x) with x representing the Cartesian coordinates (x, y)
and xp denoting the value of x at point p. In the Boundary Element Method (BEM), xp is referred to
as the ‘source point’ and x as the ‘ﬁeld point’ [2,3,8]. The following boundary integral is dealt with in
this paper:
Ii(x
p) =
∫

fi(x
p, x) d(x), (1)
where  is the boundary (a straight or curved line) of the problem to be considered.
If fi(xp, x) is bounded everywhere for the variable x, the integral in Eq. (1) is regular. On the other
hand, if fi(xp, x) becomes inﬁnite at some points, it is singular. In this paper, the following singular
integrals are considered:
Ii(x
p) =
∫

fi(x
p, x) d(x) =
∫

f¯i(x
p, x)
r(xp, x)
d(x), (2a)
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Ji(x
p) =
∫

fi(x
p, x) d(x) =
∫

f¯i(x
p, x)Log[r(xp, x)]
r(xp, x)
d(x), (2b)
where f¯i(xp, x) is bounded everywhere and r(xp, x) is the distance between points xp and x, i.e.,
r(xp, x) = ‖x − xp‖ =
√
(x − xp)2 + (y − yp)2. (3)
The level of singularity of boundary integrals in Eq. (2) can be deﬁned as
 = 0, regular for Eq. (2a) and weakly singular for Eq. (2b),
0< < 1, weakly singular for Eq. (2a) and strongly singular for Eq. (2b),
 = 1, strongly singular for Eq. (2a) and hyper-singular for Eq. (2b),
1< 2, hyper-singular for Eq. (2a) and super-singular for Eq. (2b),
> 2, super-singular for both Eq. (2a) and Eq. (2b). (4)
For a ﬁnite region problem, the regular and weakly singular boundary integrals always exist (i.e. are
ﬁnite). However, for strongly, hyper- and super-singular boundary integrals, integrals only exist under
some conditions, depending heavily on the characteristics of the function f¯i(xp, x) [6]. Usually, integrals
stemming from real physical problems should exist. In this paper, the singular integrals are evaluated in
the Cauchy principal value sense, i.e.,∫

fi(x
p, x) d(x) = lim
→0
∫
−
fi(x
p, x) d(x), (5)
where  is an inﬁnitesimal part of the boundary including the point xp.
3. Evaluation of regular boundary integrals
To numerically evaluate boundary integrals, the boundary  is discretized into a number of linear or
quadratic elements characterized by element nodes (Figs. 1 and 2) as is done in ﬁnite and boundary
element methods [8].
In each element, the global coordinate vector x with components (x, y) is interpolated through coor-
dinates of the element nodes, i.e.,
x() =
M∑
=1
N()x

, (6)
Fig. 1. Two-noded linear elements.
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Fig. 2. Three-noded quadratic elements.
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Fig. 3. Nodes over an element; (a) linear, (b) quadratic.
where M is the number of element nodes (being 2 for linear and 3 for quadratic elements), x are
the coordinates (x, y) at node ,  is the intrinsic coordinate taking value from −1 to +1, and N are
the interpolation functions and are commonly referred to as ‘shape functions’ which can be expressed
[6,8] as
Linear element:
N1() = (1 − )/2,
N2() = (1 + )/2. (7)
Quadratic element:
N1() = ( − 1)/2,
N2() = (1 + )/2,
N3() = 1 − 2. (8)
The distribution of nodes and the intrinsic coordinate over an element is as shown as in Fig. 3.
After discretizing the boundary into Nelem elements, Eq. (1) can be written as
Ii(x
p) =
Nelem∑
e=1
∫
e
fi(x
p, x) d(x)
=
Nelem∑
e=1
∫ 1
−1
fi(x
p, x)|Je| d, (9)
wheree is the region of the eth element and |Je| is the transformation Jacobian from the global coordinates
to the intrinsic coordinate which can be expressed [8] as
|Je| =
√
(x/)2 + (y/)2, (10)
where x/ and y/ can be determined by differentiating Eq. (6).
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Gaussian quadrature is used to evaluate integral (9) for each element, which gives
∫ 1
−1
fi(x
p, x)|Je| d =
Ng∑
n=1
fi(x
p, x(n))|Je|wn, (11)
where Ng is the number of Gaussian points, and n and wn are Gaussian coordinates and associated
weights, respectively. Six Gaussian points are used in this paper and the values of n andwn can be found
in the attached subroutine GAUSSV.
Eq. (11) can only be used to evaluate regular integrals as well as singular integrals where the source
point xp is not located on the element under integration. For singular integrals, when the source point
xp is located on the integration element, the distance r may approach zero and, therefore, a particular
integration technique should be used.
4. Evaluation of singular boundary integrals
When the source point xp is located at one of the nodes of the element under integration, the singularities
appearing in Eq. (2) can be removed analytically by expressing the nonsingular parts of the integration
kernels as polynomials of the distance r . To do this, the differentiation element d should ﬁrst be expressed
in terms of dr . From Eq. (3), it follows that
dr = (r,xx, + r,yy,) d, (12)
where
r,x = r
x
= x − x
p
r
, r,y = r
y
= y − y
p
r
. (13)
The differentiation element d can be expressed as
d = |Je| d, (14)
where |Je| is determined using Eq. (10). Eliminating d from Eqs. (12) and (14) yields
d = dr
rˆ · lˆ , (15)
where rˆ is the unit vector of r which is determined by Eq. (13), and lˆ is the unit vector along the tangential
direction to the d (Fig. 4).
The components of vector lˆ are determined by
lˆ1 = x/|Je| , lˆ2 =
y/
|Je| . (16)
Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (2) for the eth element results in
I ei (x
p) =
∫ r(xp,xe)
0
f¯i(x
p, x)
rˆ · lˆr(xp, x) dr(x
p, x), (17a)
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Fig. 4. Variables over a singular element.
J ei (x
p) =
∫ r(xp,xe)
0
f¯i(x
p, x)Log[r(xp, x)]
rˆ · lˆr(xp, x) dr(x
p, x), (17b)
where the integral upper bound r(xp, xe) is the distance between the source point xp and the end point xe
(Fig. 4).
In order to evaluate the singular integrals in the above equation, the nonsingular part of the integrands
are expressed as polynomials of the distance r , i.e.,
f¯i(x
p, x)
rˆ · lˆ =
N∑
n=0
Cni r
n(xp, x), (18)
where N is the order of the polynomials, and Cni the coefﬁcients which are determined by collocating
the coordinate x at N + 1 points from the source point xp to the end point xe. It is noted that for the ﬁrst
point (n = 0), rˆ · lˆ = 1 and therefore
C0i = f¯i(xp, xp). (19)
Other coefﬁcients can be solved using the following equation:⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1, r1(xp, x1), . . . , rN−1(xp, x1)
1, r1(xp, x2), . . . , rN−1(xp, x2)
...
...
...
1, r1(xp, xN), . . . , rN−1(xp, xN)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
C1i
C2i
...
CNi
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭=
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
(f¯i(x
p, x1)/rˆ · lˆ − C0i )/r(xp, x1)
(f¯i(x
p, x2)/rˆ · lˆ − C0i )/r(xp, x2)
...
(f¯i(x
p, xN)/rˆ · lˆ − C0i )/r(xp, xN)
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭ , (20)
where xn represents the (n + 1)th point.
Substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (17a) it follows that
I ei (x
p) = lim
→0
∫ r(xp,xe)

f¯i(x
p, x)
rˆ · lˆr(xp, x) dr(x
p, x) = lim
→0
N∑
n=0
Cni
∫ r(xp,xe)

rn− dr
=
N∑
n=0
Cni
rn−+1(xp, xe)
n −  + 1 − lim→0
N∑
n=0
Cni
(n −  + 1)−n−1 (21)
in which it is assumed that n −  + 1 = 0.
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If the integral exists, after considering contributions of all elements around point xp with the same size
of , the last term in the above equation must be zero [6,8,11,13,20]. Based on this assumption and taking
into account the case of n −  + 1 = 0, the ﬁnal integral results can be expressed as
I ei (x
p) =
N∑
n=0
Cni F
n
, (22)
where
Fn =
{
rn−+1(xp, xe)
n −  + 1 for n −  + 1 = 0,
Log [r(xp, xe)] for n −  + 1 = 0.
(23)
In a similar manner, Eq. (17b) can be integrated as
J ei (x
p) =
N∑
n=0
Cni H
n
, (24)
where
Hn =
⎧⎨
⎩
−{a Log[r(xp, xe)] + 1}
a2ra(xp, xe)
for a =  − n − 1 = 0,
1
2 {Log[r(xp, xe)]}2 for a =  − n − 1 = 0.
(25)
Eqs. (22)–(25) can be used to evaluate arbitrary orders of singular boundary integrals speciﬁed by
Eqs. (2a) and (2b). If the integrals exist, they give the results in the Cauchy principal value sense. If the
integrals do not exist, they provide the ﬁnite parts of the results.
In numerical implementation, the N + 1 collocation points used in Eq. (18) are deﬁned in the intrinsic
coordinate system. In other words, the N + 1 points are equally spaced over the range of  from the
source point to the end point. If the source point is located at one of the two end nodes of an element, the
range of  is from −1 (or +1) to +1 (or −1). If the source point is located inside the element with the
intrinsic coordinate being s , then the integration range is divided into two sections, one being from s
to −1 and other being from s to +1. Although the formulations presented in this paper are valid for any
value of s , the attached code only works for cases in that s is one of the nodal values of the element.
This is consistent with the general requirement of BEM in which a boundary source point is usually one
of the boundary element nodes. The global coordinates at the N + 1 points are determined using Eq.
(6). It is noted that since the collocation points are equally deﬁned in the intrinsic coordinate system, the
corresponding global coordinates may not be equally spaced. On the other hand, in order to make the
computer code work with any  value, a tolerance (TOL = 10−4) is used to distinguish the two cases
shown in Eqs. (23) and (25).
5. Outline of the Fortran code and the description of input and output ﬁles
This section gives a brief description of a self-contained computer code—RIM_2DB.F90 (Radial
Integration Method for the evaluation of two-dimensional boundary integrals) developed using the for-
mulations described in the preceding sections. The code is written in Fortran90 (although keeping to
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Fortran77 style as much as possible to make it easy to understand) and consists of the main program
and eight subroutines. This code can evaluate any regular and singular boundary integrals given by Eqs.
(2a) and (2b) for boundary and internal source points. For singular integrals, if the integrals exist, the
code gives the results in the Cauchy principal value sense. If the integrals do not exist, only ﬁnite parts
of the integrals are provided. The code can use either linear or quadratic boundary elements. The full
source code is listed inAppendixA and the purpose of each subroutine is commented on in the individual
subroutines. Since for a speciﬁc problem, users only need to modify subroutine F_BAR to deﬁne function
f¯i(x
p, x), the main program and this routine will be described in this section. The detailed description of
other subroutines may be found in similar routines in [6].
The Main program RIM_2DB inputs all nodal coordinates and boundary element connectivity from an
input ﬁle named RIM_2DB.DAT and outputs the integration results to an output ﬁle named
RIM_2DB.OUT.
INPUT FILE (RIM_2DB.DAT):
Card Set 1 (one card)
NTP: Total number of boundary and internal nodes.
NBE: Total number of boundary elements.
NODE: Number of element nodes; =2 or 3 for linear or quadratic elements, respectively.
BETA:  in equation (2) (for regular integrals 0).
LOGR: =0 for Eq. (2a); =1 for Eq. (2b).
NPOW: N in Eqs. (22) and (24) (the order of polynomials).
NF: Number of components of the function f¯i(xp, x) where i = 1 − NF .
NXP: Total number of source points xp.
Card Set 2 (NTP cards—one for each node)
NP: Global node number.
CD(1, NP): x-coordinate of node NP.
CD(2, NP): y-coordinate of node NP.
Card Set 3∗ (NBE cards—one for each element)
NE: Element number.
LNDB(1, NE): Global node number for the 1st node of element NE.
LNDB(2, NE): Global node number for the 2nd node of element NE.
LNDB(3, NE): Global node number for the 3rd node of element NE (for linear
elements, i.e., NODE = 2, omitting this number).
Card set 4∗∗ (one card, which can be written in multiple rows)
KXP(1): Global node number for the 1st point xp.
. . . . . .
KXP(NXP): Global node number for the last point xp.
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OUTPUT FILE (RIM_2DB.OUT):
KXP: Global point number xp.
VINT: Values of the integrals for the point KXP.
∗Note: In Card set 3, the sequence of the element nodes should be as shown as in Fig. 3.
∗∗Note: If a number speciﬁed in Card set 4 is on the boundary, the number should be one of the boundary element nodes
speciﬁed by the variable LNDB.
SUBROUTINE F_BAR
This subroutine deﬁnes the function f¯i(xp, x) in Eq. (2). Necessary constants used in computation can
be communicated between the main program and this routine by the variables in the statement led by
COMMON/RIM_COEF/. Sufﬁcient imported variables have been provided in this routine to meet the
need for complicated functions.
Imported variables:
PI:  (deﬁned in the main program).
DLT: The Kronecker delta ij (deﬁned in the main program).
CNU: The Poison ratio 	 used in elasticity (deﬁned in the main program).
IE: The current boundary element number under integration
NSP: Singular nodal number (NSP = 0 for regular integral).
XP: Coordinate of the source point xp.
X: Coordinate of the ﬁeld point x.
XI: Intrinsic coordinate  in Eqs. (6)–(8).
R: Distance r(xp, x) deﬁned by Eq. (3)
DRDX: rˆ = r/x = (x − xp)/r(xp, x) in Eq. (13). Its component is also denoted
by r,i in BEM [6,8,11,20].
COSN: Unit outward normal vector n to the boundary [6,8].
DRDN: r/n = (r/x) · n.
SHAP: Shape function N() deﬁned in Eqs. (7) and (8).
NF: Number of components of the function f¯i(xp, x).
Export variable:
FB: Vector containing the values of f¯i(xp, x).
6. Numerical examples
In order to verify and demonstrate how to use the included computer code, some numerical examples
are analyzed in this section.
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Fig. 5. A curved integration boundary.
Example 1. Weakly singular integral J1 =
∫
 Log(r) d over a curved line.
The integration boundary is shown in Fig. 5 and nodal coordinates can be found in the input ﬁle
included. For this integral, the Gauss quadrature rule for a logarithmic function [2,3,8] can be used to
provide an exact solution, which is J1 = −2.005257.
Two quadratic line elements with ﬁve nodes are deﬁned over the curved boundary (Fig. 5) and the
source point xp located at node 3 is analyzed. The subroutine F_BAR is as follows:
SUBROUTINE F_BAR(NDIM,XP,X,XI,R,DRDX,COSN,DRDN,SHAP,NF,FB)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON/RIM_COEF/PI,DLT(3,3),CNU,IE,NSP
DIMENSION XP(NDIM),X(NDIM),DRDX(*),COSN(*),SHAP(*),FB(NF)
FB(1)= 1. ! Kernel function part
END
The input ﬁle (RIM_2DB.DAT) for N = 5 is:
5 2 3 0 1 5 1 1
1 0.0 0.0
2 0.5 0.375
3 1.0 0.5
4 1.5 0.375
5 2.0 0.0
1 1 3 2
2 3 5 4
3
The output ﬁle (RIM_2DB.OUT) is:
XP I1
3 -2.005205E+00
To examine the convergence performance of the result with respect to the order of polynomials, com-
putations were carried out for different values of N . Table 1 gives the results for different values
of N .
Table 1 shows that the good result can be obtained using N5.
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Table 1
Computational results for different values of N (exact solution: I1 = −2.005257)
N 3 4 5 7 9 11
J1 −2.005624 −2.005119 −2.005205 −2.005260 −2.005257 −2.005257
1
2
3
xp
30°ra = 1
rb = 2
Fig. 6. Integration boundary.
Example 2. Strongly, hyper- and super-singular integrals.
In the second example, the following integrals are considered:
∫

ri
r
d,
∫

ri
r2
d,
∫

ri
r3
d
∫

riLog(r)
r
d,
∫

riLog(r)
r2
d,
∫

riLog(r)
r3
d.
Here ri = xi/r, i = 1, 2, are determined by Eq. (13). The integration is over a straight line with length
of 3 and tilted angle of 30◦ (Fig. 6). The source point considered is at 13 of the length.
For a straight line, ri is constant and, for element 1 formed by points 2 and 1, its value is r1 = rx =
− cos 30◦, r2=ry=− sin 30◦; for element 2 formedbypoints 2 and3, its value is r1=cos 30◦, r2=sin 30◦.
The analytical solution can be readily integrated. For example, the ﬁrst integral results in:
∫

r1/r d = cos 30◦ Log(rb/ra) = 0.60028,
∫

r2/r d = sin 30◦ Log(rb/ra) = 0.34657.
To use the code, the statement commented by “! Kernel function part” in subroutine F_BAR listed in
Example 1 should be changed to:
FB(1) = DRDX(1); FB(2) = DRDX(2) ! Kernel function part.
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Table 2
Computational results for the ﬁrst component
∫

r1
r2
d
∫

r1
r3
d
∫

r1Log(r)
r d
∫

r1Log(r)
r2
d
∫

r1Log(r)
r3
d
Analytical 0.433013 0.32476 0.208042 0.132871 0.0873444
Code 0.4330127 0.3247595 0.2080423 0.1328712 0.08734438
Table 3
Computational results for the second component
∫

r2
r2
d
∫

r2
r3
d
∫

r2Log(r)
r d
∫

r2Log(r)
r2
d
∫

r2Log(r)
r3
d
Analytical 0.25 0.1875 0.120113 0.0767132 0.0504283
Code 0.250000 0.1875000 0.1201133 0.0767132 0.05042830
Two linear elements are used as shown in Fig. 6 and the input ﬁle for the ﬁrst integral is as follows:
3 2 2 1 0 7 2 1
1 0.0 0.0
2 0.8660254 0.5
3 2.5980762 1.5
1 1 2
2 2 3
2
and the output ﬁle is:
XP I1 I2
2 6.002831E-01 3.465736E-01
For other integrals, only the fourth and ﬁfth numbers (expressed in (, L) form) of the ﬁrst line in the
above input ﬁle should be changed into: (2., 0), (3., 0), (1., 1), (2., 1) and (3., 1), respectively. Tables 2
and 3 show the analytical and computed results using N = 7.
Example 3. Strongly singular integrals
∫
 u
∗
ijk

2 d in elastic BEM.
This integral was analyzed by Ma and Kamiya [16] where the shape function 
2 is 
2 = 1 − c2
with c being the local coordinate for a three-noded quadratic element. The kernels for the three selected
components can be expressed [2,3,8] as
u∗111 =
1
4(1 − 	)r {(1 − 2	)r,1 + 2r
3
,1},
u∗122 =
1
4(1 − 	)r {(1 − 2	)r,1 + 2r,1r
2
,2},
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5
4
3
2
1
Fig. 7. Nodes over two quadratic elements.
u∗222 =
1
4(1 − 	)r {(1 − 2	)r,2 + 2r
3
,2},
where 	 is the Poison ratio (here 	= 0.3). In [16], the integration was performed over a quadratic element
formed by the three points (2.,0.), (1.,1.) and (0.,0.5) with the source point located at the point determined
by c = −0.5. In this paper, the attached code can only handle the case in which a boundary source point
must be located at one of the boundary element nodes. Therefore, the element in [16] is divided into two
quadratic elements by adding two additional nodes 2 and 4 using c=−0.5 and 0.5, respectively, with the
source point located at node 2 (Fig. 7).
To run the attached code, the statement commented by “!Kernel function part” in the subroutine F_BAR
listed in Example 1 should be changed into:
CON = 1./(4.*PI*(1.-CNU)); PR2 = 1.-2.*CNU
C = 0.5*(XI-1.); IF(IE.EQ.2) C = 0.5*(XI+1.)
FI2 = 1.-C*C
FB(1) = CON*FI2*(PR2*DRDX(1)+2.*DRDX(1)**3)
FB(2) = CON*FI2*(PR2*DRDX(1)+2.*DRDX(1)*DRDX(2)**2)
FB(3) = CON*FI2*(PR2*DRDX(2)+2.*DRDX(2)**3)
in which the second line performs the transformation between the local coordinates c deﬁned over the
original big element in [16] and  deﬁned over the two currently used integration elements. The input ﬁle
is as follows:
5 2 3 1. 0 9 3 1
1 2.0 0.0
2 1.5 0.7
3 1.0 1.0
4 0.5 0.9
5 0.0 0.5
1 1 3 2
2 3 5 4
2
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Table 4
Integration results for three selected kernels
u∗111
2 u∗122
2 u∗222
2
Ref. [16] −0.34157802 −0.12915399 0.04325257
Current −0.3420843 −0.1258595 0.04456565
11 12 13 14 1
2
3
15
4
5
67
8
9
10
Fig. 8. Nodes over a closed boundary.
The output ﬁle is
XP I1 I2 I3
2 −3.420843E-01 −1.258595E-01 4.456565E-02
For the purpose of comparison, Table 4 lists the output results with N = 9 and those of Ma and Kamiya
[16] where three nodes are used.
Table 4 shows that the two sets of computational results are moderately close. The discrepancy is
because different numbers of elements are used and the nodal coordinates of nodes 2 and 4 may not be
accurately generated.
Example 4. Strongly singular integrals
∫
 Tij d over a closed boundary.
In this integral, Tij is the fundamental solution for traction in elasticity problems and can be expressed
[8] as
Tij = −14(1 − 	)r
[
(1 − 2	)(nir,j − nj r,i) + (2r,ir,j + (1 − 2	)ij r
n
]
, (26)
where 	 is the Poison ratio (here 	 = 0.3).
The integration is performed over a closed boundary (Fig. 8), over which 7 quadratic elements with 14
boundary and 1 internal nodes are deﬁned.
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The kernel function Tij has been coded in the subroutine F_BAR in the attached code in Appendix A.
Nine source points are computed. The input ﬁle is as follows:
15 7 3 1 0 7 4 9
1 1.000000000000E+01 0.000000000000E+00
2 1.000000000000E+01 2.500000000000E+00
3 1.000000000000E+01 5.000000000000E+00
4 8.333333333333E+00 7.777777777778E+00
5 6.666666666667E+00 9.444444444444E+00
6 5.000000000000E+00 1.000000000000E+01
7 3.333333333333E+00 9.444444444444E+00
8 1.666666666667E+00 7.777777777778E+00
9 0.000000000000E+00 5.000000000000E+00
10 0.000000000000E+00 2.500000000000E+00
11 0.000000000000E+00 0.000000000000E+00
12 2.500000000000E+00 0.000000000000E+00
13 5.000000000000E+00 0.000000000000E+00
14 7.500000000000E+00 0.000000000000E+00
15 7.500000000000E+00 3.000000000000E+00
1 1 3 2
2 3 5 4
3 5 7 6
4 7 9 8
5 9 11 10
6 11 13 12
7 13 1 14
1 2 3 4 5 6 13 14 15
The output ﬁle for the nine source points are listed below, where I1–I4 represent the results for T11,
T12, T21 and T22:
XP I1 I2 I3 I4
1 -2.500000E-01 1.136821E-01 1.136821E-01 -2.500000E-01
2 -4.999933E-01 2.462012E-06 3.326477E-06 -5.000069E-01
3 -4.717570E-01 -2.269942E-02 -2.269817E-02 -3.807652E-01
4 -5.000000E-01 -1.290318E-07 -5.524956E-08 -4.999999E-01
5 -4.998273E-01 -1.379027E-04 -1.354130E-04 -4.999923E-01
6 -5.000007E-01 -1.418657E-14 -1.156714E-14 -4.999998E-01
13 -5.000000E-01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 -5.000000E-01
14 -5.000067E-01 1.401614E-06 1.033065E-06 -4.999947E-01
15 -1.000032E+00 -5.815600E-05 -5.266828E-05 -9.999688E-01
For veriﬁcation, the exact results for I1 and I4 are −0.5 for smooth boundary source points, −0.25 for
a 90◦ corner point like node 1, and −1.0 for an internal point like node 15 in Fig. 8. The above output
ﬁle shows that excellent results can be obtained using the method presented.
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7. Conclusions
A simple and robust technique is described in this paper for numerical evaluation of two-dimensional
boundary integrals with various orders of singularities when the source point is located on the boundary.
The distinct feature of the technique is that regular, weakly singular, strong singular, hyper-singular and
super-singular integrals are treated in a simple and uniﬁed manner. A self-contained Fortran code is
attached to implement the presented formulations. The singularity order  can take any value in the whole
real number region. The given numerical examples show that the presented technique is accurate and
robust in treating various orders of singularities appearing in the boundary integrals. It is also shown
that the computational results are stable with respect to the order N of the polynomial when N takes a
moderate value. Experience shows that good results can be obtained if N takes a value between 5 and 10
for general integrals.
Appendix A. Source code
PROGRAM RIM_2DB
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON/RIM_COEF/PI,DLT(3,3),CNU,IE,NSP
ALLOCATABLE CD(:,:),LNDB(:,:),KXP(:),XP(:),VINT(:)
PARAMETER (NDIM= 2)
OPEN(5,FILE= ‘RIM_2DB.DAT’,STATUS= ‘OLD’)
OPEN(7,FILE= ‘RIM_2DB.OUT’,STATUS= ‘UNKNOWN’)
READ(5,*)NTP,NBE,NODE,BETA,LOGR,NPOW,NF,NXP ! Card set 1
ALLOCATE(CD(NDIM,NTP),LNDB(NODE,NBE),KXP(NXP),XP(NDIM), &
& VINT(NF))
! Assign values to COMMON BLOCK variables
DLT= RESHAPE((/1.,0.,0.,0.,1.,0.,0.,0.,1./),(/3,3/))
PI= 4.D0*DATAN(1.D0); CNU= 0.3
! Input nodal coordinates and element connectivity
DO 10 IP= 1,NTP
10 READ(5,*)NP,(CD(I,NP),I= 1,NDIM) ! Card set 2
DO 20 IE= 1,NBE
20 READ(5,*)NE,(LNDB(ID,NE),ID= 1,NODE) ! Card set 3
READ(5,*)(KXP(IP),IP= 1,NXP) ! Card set 4
! Evaluate boundary integrals for every point XP
WRITE(7,’(" XP",6(9X,"I",I1,3X))’)(I,I= 1,NF)
DO 30 IXP= 1,NXP; XP(:)= CD(:,IABS(KXP(IXP)))
CALL RIM_ELEMS(NDIM,NODE,BETA,LOGR,NPOW,KXP(IXP),XP,CD, &
& LNDB,NBE,NF,VINT)
30 WRITE(7,’(I6,1P8(6E14.6/,6X))’)KXP(IXP),(VINT(I),I= 1,NF)
STOP
END
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SUBROUTINE RIM_ELEMS(NDIM,NODE,BETA,LOGR,NPOW,IXP,XP,CD, &
& LNDB,NBE,NF,VINT)
! CK CONTAINS COORDINATES OF ELEMENT NODES
! NGXI IS NUMBER OF GAUSSIAN POINTS
! GPXI AND GWXI ARE GAUSSIAN COORDINATES AND WEIGTS
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON/RIM_COEF/PI,DLT(3,3),CNU,IE,NSP
PARAMETER (NGXI= 6)
DIMENSION XP(NDIM),CD(NDIM,*),LNDB(NODE,*),CK(NDIM*NODE), &
& GPXI(NGXI),GWXI(NGXI),V1E(NF),VINT(NF)
CALL GAUSSV(NGXI,GPXI,GWXI)
VINT= 0.D00; TOL= 1.D-4
DO 20 IE= 1,NBE; NSP= 0 ! NSP= 0 IS FOR REGULAR ELEMENT
DO 10 ID= 1,NODE
IF(IABS(IXP).EQ.LNDB(ID,IE)) NSP= ID ! SINGULAR AT NODE ID
10 CK(NDIM*(ID-1)+1:NDIM*ID)= CD(1:NDIM,LNDB(ID,IE))
CALL RIM_1E(NDIM,NODE,BETA,LOGR,NPOW,NSP,XP,CK,TOL, &
& NGXI,GPXI,GWXI,NF,V1E)
20 VINT= VINT+V1E
END
SUBROUTINE RIM_1E(NDIM,NODE,BETA,LOGR,NPOW,NSP,XP,CK,TOL, &
& NGXI,GPXI,GWXI,NF,V1E)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION XP(NDIM),CK(NDIM,*),GPXI(*),GWXI(*),XQ(NDIM), &
& COSN(NDIM),RI(NDIM),DRDX(NDIM),GCD(NDIM), &
& SHAP(NODE),FQ(NF),V1E(NF)
V1E(1:NF)= 0.D0
IF(NSP.EQ.0.OR.DABS(BETA).LT.TOL.AND.LOGR.EQ.0) GOTO 50
! EVALUATE SINGULAR INTEGRALS USING THE THEORY OF SECTION 4
XIQ= -(-1)**NSP ! INTRINSIC COORDINATE OF END POINT OF ELEMENT
CALL RINT_F(NDIM,NODE,BETA,LOGR,NPOW,NF,NSP,CK,TOL,XP,XIQ, &
& RI,DRDX,COSN,GCD,FQ)
V1E= V1E+FQ
IF(NSP.NE.3) RETURN
XIQ= -XIQ ! INTRINSIC COORDINATE OF OTHER END POINT
CALL RINT_F(NDIM,NODE,BETA,LOGR,NPOW,NF,NSP,CK,TOL,XP,XIQ, &
& RI,DRDX,COSN,GCD,FQ)
V1E= V1E+FQ
RETURN
! EVALUATE REGULAR INTEGRALS USING CAUSSIAN QUADRATURE (SECTION 3)
50 DO 80 IGXI= 1,NGXI; XIQ= GPXI(IGXI)
CALL SHAPEF(NDIM,NODE,XIQ,CK,XP,RI,RQ2,SHAP)
CALL DSHAPE(NDIM,NODE,XIQ,CK,COSN,FJCB,GCD)
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RQ= DSQRT(RQ2); XQ= XP+RI; DRDX= RI/RQ ! EQ. (13)
DRDN= DOT_PRODUCT(COSN,DRDX); COMT= FJCB*GWXI(IGXI)
CALL F_BAR(NDIM,XP,XQ,XIQ,RQ,DRDX,COSN,DRDN,SHAP,NF,FQ)
FQ= FQ/RQ**BETA; IF(LOGR.NE.0) FQ= FQ*DLOG(RQ) ! f(Xp,X) IN EQ. (2)
80 V1E= V1E+COMT*FQ
END
SUBROUTINE RINT_F(NDIM,NODE,BETA,LOGR,NPOW,NF,NSP,CK,TOL,XP, &
& XIQ,RI,DRDX,COSN,GCD,FQ)
! THIS ROUTINE EVALUATES SINGULAR INTEGRALS DESCRIBED IN SECTION 4
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION XP(NDIM),CK(NDIM,*),DRDX(NDIM),COSN(NDIM),GCD(NDIM),&
& RI(NDIM),X(NDIM),AMAT(NPOW,NPOW),COEF(0:NPOW,NF),&
& SHAP(NODE),SW(NODE),FQ(NF)
! COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS C IN EQ. (18)
XIP= (-1)**NSP+NSP/3; SLOP= (XIQ-XIP)/DBLE(NPOW) ! FOR N+1 POINTS
DO 20 IP= 0,NPOW; XI= XIP+SLOP*DBLE(IP) ! XI IS INTRINSIC COORD.
CALL SHAPEF(NDIM,NODE,XI,CK,XP,RI,R2,SHAP)
CALL DSHAPE(NDIM,NODE,XI,CK,COSN,FJCB,GCD)
GCD= GCD/DSQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(GCD,GCD)) ! UNIT VECTOR IN EQ. (16)
R= DSQRT(R2); X= XP+RI; IF(IP.EQ.0) GOTO 5
DRDX= RI/R; DRDN= DOT_PRODUCT(COSN,DRDX) ! EQ. (13)
DOTNR= DOT_PRODUCT(DRDX,GCD) ! DENOMINATOR OF EQ. (15)
GOTO 10
5 XIW= XIP+(XIQ-XIP)*0.03D0
CALL SHAPEF(NDIM,NODE,XIW,CK,XP,RI,R2,SW)
DRDX= RI/DSQRT(R2); DRDN= 0.D0; DOTNR= 1.D0
10 CALL F_BAR(NDIM,XP,X,XI,R,DRDX,COSN,DRDN,SHAP,NF,FQ)
COEF(IP,:)= FQ/DABS(DOTNR)
IF(IP.EQ.0) GOTO 20
COEF(IP,:)= (COEF(IP,:)-COEF(0,:))/R ! RIGHT-HAND SIDE OF EQ. (20)
AMAT(IP,1)= 1.D0 ! COEFFICIENT MATRIX ON LEFT SIDE OF EQ. (20)
DO JP= 2,NPOW; AMAT(IP,JP)= AMAT(IP,JP-1)*R; ENDDO
20 CONTINUE
CALL INVSOLVR(NPOW,NPOW,AMAT,NPOW,-1)
COEF(1:NPOW,:)= MATMUL(AMAT,COEF(1:NPOW,:))
! FORM INTEGRAL RESULTS I AND J IN EQS.(22) AND (24)
FQ= 0.D0
DO 30 N= 0,NPOW
IF(LOGR.NE.0) GOTO 25
PW= N-BETA+1 ! DENOMINATOR OF EQ. (23)
IF(DABS(PW).LT.TOL) RINT= DLOG(R) ! SECOND RESULT IN EQ. (23)
IF(DABS(PW).GE.TOL) RINT= R**PW/PW ! FIRST RESULT IN EQ. (23)
GOTO 30
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25 PM= BETA-N-1 ! PARAMETER a IN EQ. (25)
IF(DABS(PM).LT.TOL) RINT= 0.5D0*DLOG(R)*DLOG(R) ! 2nd IN EQ. (25)
IF(DABS(PM).GE.TOL) RINT= -(PM*DLOG(R)+1.D0)/(PM*PM*R**PM) ! 1st
30 FQ= FQ+COEF(N,:)*RINT
END
SUBROUTINE GAUSSV(NGAUS,GP,GW) ! DESCRIPTION IN REF. [1]
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION GP(NGAUS),GW(NGAUS) ! Data for 6 Gaussian points
GP( 1)= -0.9324695142031520278123
GP( 2)= -0.6612093864662645136614
GP( 3)= -0.2386191860831969086305
GW( 1)= 0.1713244923791703450403
GW( 2)= 0.3607615730481386075698
GW( 3)= 0.4679139345726910473899
KGAS= NGAUS/2; DO IGASH= 1,KGAS; JGASH= NGAUS+1-IGASH
GP(JGASH)= -GP(IGASH); GW(JGASH)= GW(IGASH); ENDDO
END
SUBROUTINE INVSOLVR(NROW,NCOL,A,N,INDIC)
! THIS ROUTINE FINDS INVERSE MATRIX OF A (DESCRIPTION SEE REF. [1])
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(NROW,NCOL),W(N),IROW(N)
EPS= 1.D-8 ! The tolerance of the minimum pivot
DO 40 K= 1,N; KM1= K-1; PIVOT= 0.D0
DO 20 I= 1,N; IF(K.EQ.1) GOTO 10
DO ISCAN= 1,KM1; IF(I.EQ.IROW(ISCAN)) GOTO 20; ENDDO
10 IF(DABS(A(I,K)).LE.DABS(PIVOT)) GOTO 20
PIVOT= A(I,K); IROW(K)= I
20 CONTINUE
IF(DABS(PIVOT).GT.EPS) GOTO 30; STOP 9999
30 IROWK= IROW(K)
A(IROWK,1:NCOL)= A(IROWK,1:NCOL)/PIVOT; A(IROWK,K)= 1.D0/PIVOT
DO 40 I= 1,N; AIK= A(I,K); IF(I.EQ.IROWK) GOTO 40
A(I,1:NCOL)= A(I,1:NCOL)-AIK*A(IROWK,1:NCOL); A(I,K)= -AIK/PIVOT
40 CONTINUE
IF(INDIC.LT.0) GOTO 60
DO 50 IX= N+1,NCOL; W(1:N)= A(IROW(1:N),IX); DO 50 I= 1,N
50 A(I,IX)= W(I)
IF(INDIC.GT.0) RETURN
60 DO 70 J= 1,N; W(1:N)= A(IROW(1:N),J); DO 70 I= 1,N
70 A(I,J)= W(I)
DO 80 I= 1,N; W(IROW(1:N))= A(I,1:N); DO 80 J= 1,N
80 A(I,J)= W(J)
END SUBROUTINE INVSOLVR
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SUBROUTINE SHAPEF(NDIM,NODE,XI,CK,XP,RI,RQ2,SP)
! THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES SHAPE FUNCTIONS IN EQS. (7) AND (8)
! AND DISTANCE RQ2= R**2 AND VECTOR RI= Xi-Xpi
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION XP(*),CK(NDIM,*),RI(*),SP(NODE)
! 2-noded line element
SP(1)= 0.5*(1.-XI); SP(2)= 0.5*(1.+XI) ! EQ. (7)
IF(NODE.EQ.2) GOTO 50
! 3-noded line element
SP(1)= -XI*SP(1); SP(2)= XI*SP(2); SP(3)= 1.-XI*XI ! EQ. (8)
! Calculate r and its vector components
50 RQ2= 0.; DO 70 I= 1,NDIM; RI(I)= -XP(I)
DO ID= 1,NODE; RI(I)= RI(I)+SP(ID)*CK(I,ID); ENDDO
70 RQ2= RQ2+RI(I)*RI(I)
END
SUBROUTINE DSHAPE(NDIM,NODE,XI,CK,COSN,FJCB,GD)
! THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES dX(I)/dXI IN EQ.(10) AND JACOBIAN !J!
! AND OUTWARD NORMAL VECTOR n
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION CK(NDIM,*),DN(NODE),GD(NDIM),COSN(*)
DN(1)= -0.5; DN(2)= 0.5 ! 2-noded line element
IF(NODE.EQ.2) GOTO 30
DN(1)= -0.5*(1.-2.*XI) ! 3-noded line element
DN(2)= 0.5*(1.+2.*XI); DN(3)= -2.*XI
30 DO 50 I= 1,NDIM; GD(I)= 0.; DO 50 ID= 1,NODE
50 GD(I)= GD(I)+DN(ID)*CK(I,ID) ! dX(I)/dXI IN EQ. (10)
FJCB= DSQRT(DOT_PRODUCT(GD,GD)) ! JACOBIAN IN (10)
COSN(1)= GD(2)/FJCB; COSN(2)= -GD(1)/FJCB ! Normal n
END
SUBROUTINE F_BAR(NDIM,XP,X,XI,R,DRDX,COSN,DRDN,SHAP,NF,FB)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
COMMON/RIM_COEF/PI,DLT(3,3),CNU,IE,NSP
DIMENSIONXP(NDIM),X(NDIM),DRDX(*),COSN(*),SHAP(*),FB(NF)
! FORM REGULAR PART OF EQ. (26)
CON= -1./(4.*PI*(1.-CNU)); PR2= 1.-2.*CNU; N= 0
DO I= 1,NDIM; DO J= 1,NDIM; N= N+1
FB(N)= CON*(PR2*(COSN(I)*DRDX(J)-COSN(J)*DRDX(I))+&
& (PR2*DLT(I,J)+2*DRDX(I)*DRDX(J))*DRDN)
ENDDO; ENDDO
END
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